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Data-Dependent Label Distribution Learning
for Age Estimation
Zhouzhou He, Xi Li, Zhongfei Zhang, Fei Wu, Xin Geng, Yaqing Zhang, Ming-Hsuan Yang, and Yueting Zhuang
Abstract— As an important and challenging problem in computer vision, face age estimation is typically cast as a classification
or regression problem over a set of face samples with respect
to several ordinal age labels, which have intrinsically cross-age
correlations across adjacent age dimensions. As a result, such
correlations usually lead to the age label ambiguities of the face
samples. Namely, each face sample is associated with a latent label
distribution that encodes the cross-age correlation information
on label ambiguities. Motivated by this observation, we propose
a totally data-driven label distribution learning approach to
adaptively learn the latent label distributions. The proposed
approach is capable of effectively discovering the intrinsic age
distribution patterns for cross-age correlation analysis on the
basis of the local context structures of face samples. Without
any prior assumptions on the forms of label distribution learning,
our approach is able to flexibly model the sample-specific context
aware label distribution properties by solving a multi-task problem, which jointly optimizes the tasks of age-label distribution
learning and age prediction for individuals. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
Index Terms— Age estimation, subspace learning, label distribution learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As an important and challenging problem, face age estimation has recently attracted considerable attentions [1]–[7] as it
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has a wide range of applications such as face identification [8]
and human-computer interaction [9]. Typical approaches to
age estimation focus on the following three issues: I) face
feature representation; II) face context structure construction; III) age prediction modeling. For I), the face appearance
is usually represented by various visual features, such as
face texture features (LBP, Garbor, and AAM) [10]–[12],
biologically inspired features (BIF) [13], and deep learning
features [8], [14], [15]. For II), the face context structure
is often modeled by constructing a face affinity graph
for subspace analysis, which aims to capture the intrinsic
interactions among face samples in the face-related image
feature or attribute space (e.g., gender and race [16], [17]).
For III), the key problem of age prediction modeling is how
to effectively learn the mapping function (e.g., non-linear
and hierarchical function) from low-level image features to
high-level age labels.
More recent efforts pay attention to modeling the
cross-age correlations by introducing the concept of “label
distribution” [18]–[21], which essentially characterizes the
ambiguity properties of age labels. Due to taking a fixedform label distribution, such a label distribution model is
usually inflexible in adapting to complex face data domains
with diverse cross-age correlations. Motivated by these
observations, we focus on designing a data-dependent label
distribution model, which is capable of adaptively learning the
cross-age correlations from context-structure-preserving face
data. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of constructing a label distribution for a female sample. We first discover its context affinity structure through subspace learning, and then incorporate
the context structure into the process of constructing a datadependent label distribution model for modeling the cross-age
correlations. From Fig. 1, it is obvious that our label distribution model is sample-specific, that is, different face samples
have different label distributions determined by the face samples themselves as well as their associated context structures.
Specifically, we propose a novel age estimation approach,
called “Age Estimation with Data-Dependent Label
Distribution Learning” (D2LDL). Compared with the
existing efforts, our data-dependent label distributions are
automatically learned from the real face data samples, and
thus preserve the underlying manifold structure information
with respect to different but correlated face samples. The
main idea of our approach is to design a data-driven strategy
for label distribution learning, which well discovers the
underlying age distribution patterns for cross-age correlation
analysis on the basis of the local context structures of face
samples. Since learning the local structure is helpful in
understanding the relationship among the face samples, our
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for face age estimation to well encode the underlying
context information among face samples.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Age Estimation

Fig. 1. Illustration of our D2LDL algorithm. (a) Face context structure is
represented by the face affinity graph. In particular, we use subspace structure
learning on the face image features to build the context relationship among the
face samples. (b) An example of constructing a label distribution for a female
sample. Her label distribution is constructed through learning the cross-age
correlation among her context-neighboring face samples.

label distribution of face sample considers both the aging
degree of itself and the external influence of its neighboring
face samples. Typically, several existing approaches to label
distribution learning enforce particular prior assumptions on
the distribution forms (e.g., Gaussian), which often restrict the
flexibility of model learning for learning the age ambiguity.
In contrast, our learning scheme is capable of adaptively
capturing the sample-specific context-aware label distribution
properties by jointly optimizing the tasks of age-label
distribution learning and age prediction for individuals.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are
described as follows.
• We propose a multi-task learning model which performs
the task of human age prediction in conjunction with
the task of age-label distribution learning, which takes
a totally data-driven strategy to adaptively capture the
cross-age correlation patterns in data-dependent flexible
forms. As a result, face age estimation is enabled by our
learning model to have more robustness to label noises.
• We introduce graph-based manifold structure analysis to
the process of label distribution learning by constructing a
joint optimization problem, which makes it more effective

In general, face age estimation [22] is considered as a
label prediction problem. In what follows, we briefly review
the literature of face age estimation in the following three
aspects: 1) face feature representation; 2) face context structure
construction; and 3) age prediction model.
1) Face Feature Representation: Since the face region has
the regular texture information, the earlier approaches build the
texture features (e.g., LBP [10], Garbor [11], and AAM [12])
to represent the face appearance. Compared with these
efforts directly using the face region image to extract the
feature, recent studies consider the correlations among the face
organs. For example, Guo et al. [13] propose the biologically
inspired features. They first segment the face image into
many local regions and then extract the face features by
the strategy of “spatial pyramid model”. In the related field,
many efforts of face identification design various deep neural
networks to extract face features. The main advantage of these
efforts [8], [14], [15] is that the extracted deep learning
features capture much discriminative visual information.
2) Face Context Structure Construction: These studies
consider that the human age difference is influenced by the
face context structure. In order to discover this structure,
Guo et al. [23] use OLPP [24] to embed the face samples
into a low-dimensional manifold structure, which preserves the
original neighborhood among the face samples. Xiao et al. [25]
learn a distance metric to preserve the contextual correlation
among the neighboring face samples. Chao et al. [26] propose
lsRCA and lsLPP to extract the face features and the extracted
face features both preserve the feature similarity and the label
similarity between the neighboring face samples. Ni et al. [27]
learn a mapping function and consider all the samples being
related and propagating their labels in this mapping space. The
other studies [16], [28] consider that the face-related attributes
(e.g., gender and race) also play an important role in describing
the face context relationships. They predict the human age
through reclassifying the face samples with the face-related
attributes and their experiments show the difference of aging
pattern between male and female. Furthermore, Guo et al. [17]
propose a “cross-population” learning strategy, which embeds
different aging patterns into a common space and enforces the
face samples with the semantically close face-related attributes
to be correlated.
3) Age Prediction Modeling: The existing efforts [28]–[31]
focus on designing the various age label predictors through
classification or regression learning. Motivated by these studies, Guo et.al. [23] propose a mixture approach combining the
advantages from both classification and regression approaches.
Recently, Geng et al. [18] observe that the human age can
be represented by a set of adjacent age labels. Therefore,
they propose “label-distribution” to replace the original age
label, which improves the typical objective function of the
age estimation problem. Specifically, they explicitly enforce
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a fixed-form prior assumption on the label distribution (i.e.,
“Gaussian” or “Triangle”), resulting in the inflexibility of
adapting to complicated face data in practice. Furthermore,
Geng et al. [32] propose an adaptive label distribution learning
approach, which considers that the label distribution varies
with the temporal changes.
B. Subspace Clustering
For the purpose of adaptive context structure discovery,
subspace learning acts as an important and powerful tool in
the recent literature of graph-based data clustering.
1) Sparse Subspace Clustering (SSC): SSC [33] is a typical
approach to cluster the high-dimensional data (e.g., images
and videos). Its basic idea is that each sample can be reconstructed through a linear combination of a few other samples.
Therefore, all the original samples are embedded into many
local manifold subspaces and the SSC approach considers that
there exist the context relationships among the samples in
the same subspace. Many researchers improve the clustering
performance by adding various constraints into the subspace
learning, such as the low-rank constraint [34], the trace Lasso
constraint [35], and the mixed Gaussian noise constraint [36].
Recently, Li et al. [37] solve the SSC problem through combining the context structure discovery and the data clustering
into a unified framework.
2) Applications: In practice, the SSC techniques are widely
used to solve a variety of image or video processing problems.
For example, Tierney et al. [38] assume each video frame can
be reconstructed by the temporal-neighboring video frames.
Therefore, they segment the video by implementing SSC for
all the video frames with adding the temporal smoothing
constraint for the temporal-neighboring video frames.
Recently, Cao et al. [39] extend the SSC problem into the
multi-view image clustering, where they solve SSC for every
view iteratively as well as use the “Hilbert-Schmidt norms” to
constrain the correlation among the different views. Although
the manifold learning methods [25], [26], [40], [41] and the
subspace learning of our approach all are capable to capture
the context structure, their roles in the age estimation are
different: these existing efforts use the manifold learning
to extract the image features and our approach use the
subspace learning to build the prediction objectives (the label
distributions).
III. F RAMEWORK
In this section, we first give a detailed description of our
data-dependent label distribution learning framework, and then
depict its associated optimization procedure. For presentation
convenience, a list of notations and symbols is defined below.
Notations: We use upper boldface letters to represent the
matrices and use lowercase boldface letters to represent the
vectors. For any vector and matrix, we denote x(i ) as the i -th
element of x and denote X(i, j ) as the element of X at the
i -th row and the j -th column. We also denote X , X† , X F ,
X1 , and X2,1 as the transposed matrix, the inverse matrix,
Frobenius norm, 1 norm, and 2,1 norm, respectively.
A. Problem Formulation
We are given a set of face samples {(xn , yn ), n =
1, 2, . . . , N}, where xn ∈ R D×1 and yn denote the image
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TABLE I
T HE D ETAILED D ESCRIPTION OF THE VARIABLES

feature and the age label of the n-th face sample respectively.
We set the age range from 1 to T for a convenient representation. Following the recent work [18], we use the “label
distribution”s to replace the original age labels for improving
the age representation. Specifically, we define pn ∈ RT ×1 as
the label distribution of the n-th face sample, where pn (t)
corresponds to the “description degree” of this face sample
having the t-th age label.
We denote X ∈ R D×N as a set of image features with the
n-th column being xn , Y ∈ RT ×N as the multi-label matrix
representation of the face samples whose entry is defined as:

1 for yn = t
Y(t, n) =
(1)
0 for other
Based on Y, we let P ∈ RT ×N denote the associated multilabel distribution matrix representation with the n-th column
being pn . For reading convenience, we summarize a collection
of notations used hereinafter in Table I. In order to achieve
the goal of face age estimation, we need to accomplish the
following three tasks:
1) Use the Label Distribution to Represent the Human Age:
Typical age estimation approaches use the “one-hot” model
for age estimation (In the “one-hot” model, the human age
of each face sample is tagged only by a single age label).
However, we observe that the face samples with the similar
image features usually share the set of the mutually close
age labels. As a result, the age estimation task of a face
sample is not only determined by its own one-hot label
annotation, but also influenced by its associated face context
(consisting of visually similar face samples). Such a semantic
correlation between the face sample and its context often leads
to the visual age ambiguity, which implicitly smooths their
one-hot age label annotations. Namely, if the one-hot age label
of the face sample is correlated but different from those of
the visual face context, a visually semantic ambiguity takes
place, which results in the age estimation inconsistency for
those visually similar face samples but with different age
labels only from the visual perspective. To address the visual
age label ambiguity problem, we introduce a data-dependent
label distribution into the process of face age estimation.
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The corresponding label distribution of each face sample
is simultaneously derived from both the one-hot age label
annotation and its interactions with its visual face context,
which leads to age label smoothing in terms of face samplespecific contextual interactions. Consequently, such a label
distribution is capable of encoding the age label ambiguity
of face samples from the visual appearance viewpoint.
Specifically, the following shows the process of building
the data-dependent label distribution pn based on the original
one-hot age label yn .

pn (t) = μY(t, n) + (1 − μ)
am,n Y(t, m)
m =n

n, m = 1, 2, . . . , N and t = 1, 2, . . . , T

(2)

where μ ∈ [0, 1] is a trade-off factor. The second item
describes the synthetic label distribution of the n-th sample,
which is built by the label propagation from the other samples
to the n-th sample. We denote am,n as the propagation factor
to represent the context relationship between the m-th and
the n-th samples (The definition of am,n is described in the
following). Clearly, Eq. (2) shows that the label distribution of
each face sample is constructed through weighted linear combination of the age labels of itself and its context-neighboring
samples into one discrete distribution.
 Compared with the
existing efforts [18], [32] enforce tT=1 pn (t) = 1, we only
attach great importance to the label distribution improving the
age representation and thus relax this constraint. Furthermore,
we give the matrix representation of Eq. (2) as follows,
P = μY + (1 − μ)YA

(3)

R N×N

as the face affinity graph with
where we denote A ∈
A(m, n) being am,n .
2) Discover the Face Context Structure to Build the
Label Distribution: Typically, the problem of discovering the
context-neighboring relationships among the face samples is
converted to that of subspace structure learning [33]–[37].
Specifically, we first construct a graph matrix C ∈
R N×N to capture the face context structure. To compute
this graph matrix, we use the property of “sample selfexpressiveness” [33] to build the optimization objective, which
is described as:
2



(4)
min X − XC2F + β1 C1 + β2 C 1 − 1
F

C

s.t. C(n, m) = 0 if one of the following conditions is met:
1) n = m;

2) |yn − ym | >  y ; n, m = 1, 2, . . . , N

where β1 is a factor to control the sparsity of C and β2
is a factor to regularize each column of C. We denote
 y (We predefine  y = 5 in our approach) as a threshold
factor to determine the sparsity degree of C. Clearly, Eq. (4)
shows that each face sample is linearly reconstructed by its
context-neighboring face samples.
Next, given the graph matrix C, we use the similar
construction strategy in the SSC [33] to build the face affinity
graph A:

1
(5)
|C| + |C |
A
2
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The above definition ensures that the context relationships are
symmetric and nonnegative.
3) Build the Age Prediction Model: After obtaining the
label distributions, we solve a regression optimization problem
to learn the mapping function between the image features xn
and the label distributions pn , n = 1, 2, . . . , N:
min
f

N


 f (xn ) − pn 2F

(6)

n=1

where f (·) denotes the mapping function. Observing that the
face aging is a smoothing process [42], [43], we consider that
the variation of the age predictor is small when predicting the
mutually close age labels. Therefore, we add the cross-age
constraint into our regression model.
Specifically, the face age prediction model is formulated as
a linear regression:
N
T
2

1 
 

 t 2,1
min
W
W xn − pn  + γ
W 2
F
t =1

n=1

T
2

1


 t 2,1
= W X − P + γ
W
F
2

(7)

t =1

where γ is a trade-off factor. We denote W ∈ R D×T as the
regression matrix to represent the mapping function f (·).
The t-th column of W is wt for predicting the
t-th age label. We show that the columns (regression vectors)
[w1 , w2 , . . . , wT ] in W are sorted by the chronological order.
The second item is a mixed 2,1 norm [44] for smoothing
 t as a submatrix of W,
the regression vectors. We denote W
which is composed of certain adjacent columns in W:
 t = wt , wt +1 , . . . , wt +−1
W
t = 1, 2, . . . T  and T  = T −  + 1

(8)

where  is a factor to control the width of temporal window
 t . Compared with Cai et al. [44] predefining the correlaof W
tion between two regression vectors that have the semanticallyrelated labels (e.g., sky and plane), we investigate the cross-age
similarity among  adjacent regression vectors (e.g.,
wt , wt +1 , . . . , wt +−1 ) to design our cross-age constraint.
Fig. 2 shows a detailed description for the regression matrix W
t.
and the submatrix W
As a result, we have the complete form of the joint
optimization problem formulated as follows:
T
2

 
1
 

W
t
min J = W X − P + γ1
2,1
F
(C,W)
2
t =1
2
λ
ρ


+ X − XC2F + C 1 − 1 + γ2 C1
F
2
2

1−μ 

Y |C| + |C | ;
s.t. P = μY +
2
C(n, m) = 0 if one of the following conditions is met:
1) n = m;
2) |yn − ym | >  y ;
(9)

where λ, ρ, γ1 , and γ2 are the trade-off factors.
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C1 and C2 , we obtain:
∂J
= U1+ − U1− + 1
∂C1
∂J
= U2+ − U2− + 2
∂C2

(12)

where U1+ , U1− , U2+ , and U2− 1 are defined as follows,
(1 − μ)2
(1 − μ)2
C∗ YY +
YY C∗
4
4
+ λX XC1 + ρ1 1C1 + γ2 1 1

(1 − μ)μ  
X WY + Y W X
=
2
+ λX X(C2 + I) + ρ1 1(C2 + I)
(1 − μ)2
(1 − μ)2
C∗ YY +
YY C∗
=
4
4
+ λX X(C2 + I) + ρ1 1(C2 + I) + γ2 1 1

(1 − μ)μ  
X WY + Y W X
=
2
+ λX XC1 + ρ1 1C1
(13)

U1+ =
U1−
 t . Clearly, W
 t is
Fig. 2. The regression matrix W and the submatrix W
composed of certain adjacent columns (regression vectors) in W and its width
of temporal window is controlled by . Besides, we consider that there exists
t.
the cross-age similarity among the columns of W

U2+
U2−

B. Optimization
The initialization of C and W are implemented by SSC and
the linear regression, respectively. Next, the specific optimization of D2LDL is implemented by alternating the following
two steps iteratively.
1) Updating C, Given W: Inspired by the optimization
strategy of the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [45],
we develop an iterative multiplicative updating rule to obtain
the optimal C. We first use C = C1 −C2 to simplify the objective function, where C1 and C2 are two non-negative matrices.
In particular, we define C1 (n, m) = (|C(n, m)| + C(n, m)) /2
and C2 (n, m) = (|C(n, m)| − C(n, m)) /2. Now given W,
Eq. (9) can be rewritten as:
min

(C1 ,C2 )


2

1
 (1 − μ) YC∗ + μY − W X


2
2
F

λ
XC1 − XC2 − X2F
2
2
ρ



+ C
1
−
C
1
−
1
 + γ2 1 (C1 + C2 )1
1
2
F
2
s.t. C1 ≥ 0, C2 ≥ 0
(10)
+

C
1

+ C
2

where we denote C∗ as C1 + C2 +
. Next, we
build the “Lagrangian dual problem” for the primary problem
in Eq. (10).

By employing the KKT condition 1 (n, m)C1 (n, m) = 0
and 2 (n, m)C2 (n, m) = 0, we get the following equations
for C1 and C2 ,
U1− (n, m)C1 (n, m) − U1+ (n, m)C1 (n, m) = 0
U2− (n, m)C2 (n, m) − U2+ (n, m)C2 (n, m) = 0

(14)

Then, we obtain the updating rule of C1 and C2 ,
C1 (n, m) ← C1 (n, m)
C2 (n, m) ← C2 (n, m)

U1− (n, m)
U1+ (n, m)
U2− (n, m)
U2+ (n, m)

(15)

After getting the convergent values of C1 and C2 , we obtain
the solution of C by the following two steps,
a) C = C1 − C2

(16)

b) Set C(n, m) = 0 if one of the following conditions is
met: 1) n = m; 2) |yn − ym | >  y ; n, m = 1, 2, . . . , N
2) Updating W, Given C: Given the graph matrix C, we
first construct the label distributions P by Eq (3) and then
transform Eq. (9) to the following objective function,
min

T
2



1
 

t
 t Ut W
X
−
P
+
γ
tr W
W

1
F
2


2

(1 − μ)
1
 

YC∗ + μY − W X
L= 
2
2
F
λ
2
+ XC1 − XC2 − X F
2
2
ρ



+ C
1
−
C
1
−
1
 + γ2 1 (C1 + C2 )1
F 
2 1  2 


(11)
+ tr 1 C1 + tr 2 C2

where Ut is a diagonal matrix with its k-th diagonal
1
. Based on the iterative alternating
element being 2 W
  t (k,:)2
optimization strategy of solving the 2,1 norm regression

In the above Lagrange function L, the Lagrange multipliers
1 and 2 are introduced for the primary variables C1 and C2
respectively. Taking the derivative of L with respect to

1 In our experiment, the face image features X are non-negative and we
modify the original age labels as Y ← Y + constant (we set this constant
as 2 in our approach), which ensures that X WY is non-negative and the
updating step of C is reasonable.

W

t =1

T  t +−1
T
2


1 
 

=
wl Ut wl
wt X − P(t, :) + γ1
2
2
t =1

t =1

(17)

l=t
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Algorithm 1 Age Estimation With Data-Dependent Label
Distribution

Fig. 3. Convergence analysis on the D2LDL algorithm. It is clear that D2LDL
is able to reach the convergence point.

problem [46], [47], we take the derivative of Eq. (17) with
respect to wt and set it to zero,
(XX + γ1 Mt )wt − XP(t, :) = 0
where the auxiliary matrix Mt is defined as follows,

Ul , max(t −  + 1, 1) ≤ l ≤ min(T  , t)
Mt =

(18)

(19)

l

As a result, we have the following relation:
†

wt = XX + γ1 Mt XP(t, :)

(20)

Therefore, the optimal regression matrix W is obtained by
computing Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) iteratively.
|J −J |
The stopping condition in the optimization is k |Jk |k−1 ≤
10−4 where the subscript k denotes the k-th iteration. To analyze the quantitative result of the algorithm convergence, we
report the variation of D2LDL objective value. Fig. 3 shows
that our objective value decreases in the learning process.
C. Age Prediction in the Testing Dataset
Based on the learned regression matrix W, we can predict
the label distribution with respect to a specific face sample
in the testing dataset. Next, given the learned label distribution, we compute the corresponding age expectation for age
prediction. Specifically, the predicted label distribution and the
predicted age are defined as follows:
q ∈ testing samples
p̂q = W xq
T
t =1 t × p̂q (t)
ŷq = 
T
t =1 p̂q (t)

(21)

Algorithm 1 summarizes the specific procedure of our age
estimation framework.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
We implement the age estimation in two common benchmark face datasets. The first is FG-NET [48] that has 1002 face
images Its human face images are collected from 82 people
with the age ranges from 0 to 69 years. The second is
MORPH [22] that has about 55000 images. Its human face

images are collected from about 13000 people with different races. For instance, the dataset consists of about 77%
African faces, 19% European faces, and the remaining 4%
people belong to Hispanic, Asian, Indian, and other races.
In average, every individual has about 6-15 face images and
these images vary slightly by the factors of illumination,
background, and resolution. Each face image is labeled with
its age value of the corresponding people. The range of
human age is from 16 to 77 and the human distribution
based on age is imbalanced. In particular, the young people
(age<30), the middle-aged people (30<=age<50) and the
aged (age>=50) people account for 41%, 53%, and 6%
of the dataset respectively. Following the recent work [17],
we use the same strategy to collect 20000 face images
from MORPH. In our experiment, the feature extraction of
the face samples is performed by the AlexNet [49] in the
Caffe toolbox [50] and we use the output of the AlexNet’s
’fc7’ layer as the face image feature. In detail, we use the
“random initialization” to preset the network parameters and
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then apply the standard back propagation method to optimize
these parameters.
B. Parameter Setting
We set λ = 0.5 and γ1 = 0.1. The parameters ρ and γ2
are set properly as those in the SSC [33]. Without the specific
instruction, we set that  = 4 and μ = 0.5. We have tried
several different parameter configurations, and have found that
our approach achieves a stable performance within a relatively
wide range of parameter values. Note that we take the above
fixed parameter configurations throughout all the experiments.
C. Competing Models
Three competing algorithms are involved as a comparison, namely AAS [29], LARR [23], IIS-LLD [18], and
IIS-ALDL [32].
• AAS (Appearance and Age Specific): It combines the
global classifier and the multi-local classifiers to implement the age estimation.
• LARR (Locally Adjusted Robust Regressor): It combines
the OLPP and multiclass SVM classifier for the age
estimation.
• IIS-LLD: It uses the prior label distributions as the
prediction objectives and the age estimation is achieved
through the maximum entropy model.
• IIS-ALDL: It uses the adaptive label distributions as the
prediction objectives and the age estimation is achieved
through the maximum entropy model.
We evaluate our D2LDL and these competing approaches
based on the same face image features.
D. Evaluation Measures
We utilize two commonly used evaluation metrics for
quantitative performance evaluations.
• MAE (Mean Absolute Error) [29]: It is defined as the
average of the absolute errors between the predicted ages
and the ground truth ages.
M
• CS (Cumulative Score) [7]: It is defined as C S(l) = Ml ×
100%. We denote Ml as the number of the testing images
on which the predicted ages make an absolute error no
higher than l years (error level) and denote M as the total
number of the testing images.
E. Data-Dependent Label Distribution
1) Visualization of the Learned Data-Dependent Label
Distributions: For a better visualization of the label distribution patterns, all the sample-specific label distributions are
first centralized and then are grouped by K-means into several
clusters, each of which is represented by its cluster mean
(We set the cluster number to 15 and obtain the similar clustering results when the cluster number varies from 20 to 50).
As shown in Fig. 4, we observe that the learned label distribution patterns have a variety of forms, such as “Triangle-like”,
“Trapezium-like”, and “Gaussian-like”, which are tagged
with green, pink, and red respectively. Table II shows the
top-5 clusters (These clusters have the higher sample numbers
than those of the other clusters) of the young people, the

Fig. 4. Label distributions of IIS-LLD and D2LDL in the MORPH dataset.
The x-axis label is the age after the centralization process and the y-axis label
is the “description degree”. The numbers in D2LDL indicate the cluster ids.
Compared with IIS-LLD redefining the distribution form as “Gaussian” or
“Triangle”, D2LDL uses the data-driven strategy to obtain the various
distribution forms.
TABLE II
T HE T OP -5 C LUSTERS OF THE Y OUNG P EOPLE , THE M IDDLE -A GED
P EOPLE , AND THE A GED P EOPLE

middle-aged people, and the aged people respectively. Clearly,
the major distribution forms of the face samples are the
“Gaussian-like” or the “Triangle-like”, which indicates that
our label distributions capture the basic assumption of the
typical approach [18]. Besides, without the “Gaussian-like”
distribution, we observe that the relationship between the label
expectation and the age label varies with the temporal changes.
For example, the majority of the “Triangle-like” distributions
(the 12-th, 13-th, and 14-th clusters’ distributions) in the young
people have the relatively smaller expectations than those (the
1-st, 2-nd, and 3-rd clusters’ distributions) of the aged people.
The above result also supports the motivation of the recent
work [32]: the age label distribution varies with temporal
changes. Therefore, our label distribution learning approach
is capable of adaptively reflecting the intrinsically diverse
cross-age correlations for different face samples with different
attributes.
Furthermore, we observe that the distribution form of the
8-th cluster is “bimodal” but those of the other clusters are
“unimodal”. To explain this situation, we first give a case study
to investigate this difference. Fig. 5 shows two female face
samples and their context-neighboring face samples, which
are collected from the 8-th and the 9-th clusters respectively.
Clearly, the “racial composition”s of these two face samples’
neighboring face samples are different. Specifically, we discover that none of the African or the European female samples
plays a decisive role in constructing the label distribution of
the first sample and we observe the opposite situation in the
second sample. It indicates that the label distribution of the
first female sample actually is composed of two “unimodal”
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Fig. 5. Case study of two female face samples in the MORPH dataset. The
first sample is an African woman belonging to the 8-th cluster. The second
sample is an European woman belonging to the 9-th cluster . Their top-10
context-neighboring face samples are sorted by the chronological order of their
age labels. The blue number denotes the age label of face sample. The color
of image frame denotes the race attribute. Clearly, the red arrows indicate that
the “racial composition” is an important factor to influence the variation of
distribution form.

distributions, which are constructed by its context-neighboring
African and European female samples respectively. Therefore,
we infer that the “racial composition” is an important factor
to influence the variation of distribution form.
Following, we provide a detailed investigation of the
influence of “racial composition” on the distribution form.
To quantitatively analyze this influence, we first define a
measure “racial composition index” (RCI) to describe the
“racial composition”. The specific definition of RCI in the
k-th cluster is described as follows,
RC I k =



Nk 
#Africann #Europeann
1 
2 × min
(22)
,
Nk
#Alln
#Alln
n=1

where #Africann , #Europeann , and #Alln denote the numbers
of African, European, and all people in the n-th face sample’s
context-neighboring samples respectively. Here Nk denotes the
sample number in the k-th cluster. Eq. (22) shows that if the
“racial composition” is balanced (the numbers of the African
and European face samples are close) in the k-th cluster, this
cluster will have a high RCI. Fig. 6 reports the RCIs of all the
clusters. Clearly, the 8-th cluster has the highest RCI and the
RCI difference between the 8-th cluster and the other clusters
is large.
The above results demonstrate that the majority of the
face samples in the 8-th cluster have both many African and
European context-neighboring face samples. For example, for
the first face sample in Fig. 5 collected from the 8-th cluster,
we observe that the half of its context-neighboring samples
are European female samples but herself is an African female
sample. It indicates that in the 8-th cluster, two face samples
with the similar image features can belong to the different
races. Therefore, for one face sample, we infer that the
“bimodal” distribution form should both meet the following
two conditions: (I) In its context-neighboring face samples,
the numbers of African and European face samples are close;
(II) The average ages of the above African and European face
samples have a certain degree of difference.
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Fig. 6. The RCIs in the 15 different face clusters in the MORPH dataset.
We discover that the 8-th cluster has the highest RCI in all the clusters. Clearly,
the red arrow indicates that the face sample with a high RCI (the balance
“racial composition”) is more likely to have the “bimodal” distribution form.

2) The Contributions of the Data-Dependent Label
Distribution: The contributions of the data-dependent label
distribution are described by the following two points:
First, the data-dependent label distribution captures the age
ambiguity through applying the visual information of the face
samples. Fig. 7 shows the label distributions of a typical
existing approach (IIS-LLD) [18] and our approach. Here,
we collect two face samples that have the same age labels
(50 years old). Clearly, Fig. 7(b) shows that the samples
A and B have the same distribution form (“Gaussian” form) in
the typical approach. Besides, Fig. 7(d) shows that the label
distributions of these two samples deviate from the typical
“Gaussian” form in our approach. The above deviations are
caused by the fact that our label distributions are constructed
by the samples’ context information. For instance, the majority
of sample A’s context-neighboring samples have an older
age than sample A, which infers that an relatively older age
(e.g., 51 − 52) has a higher “description degree” in the label
distribution of sample A. Since the age labels of the contextneighboring samples usually do not follow a fixed-form distribution (see Fig. 7(a) and Fig. (c)), our label distribution built
by the data-driven strategy can be considered as a flexible age
representation (prediction objectives). This indicates that our
data-dependent label distribution is capable of modeling the
age smoothing for the various samples through learning the
face context structure.
Second, compared with the fact that the typical multi-label
classification approaches usually learn the label correlation
by capturing the semantical-relationships among the labels
(e.g., [18] [44] predefining the labels’ correlation-weights
and [51] computing the label covariance matrix), our approach
captures the the cross-age correlation through learning the
data-dependent label distributions of all the face samples,
where each label distribution represents its local age smoothing pattern. For example, in Fig 7(d), the label distributions
of samples A and B show the different cross-age correlations
of the age labels.
F. Age Estimation Study
1) The Original Dataset: First, we implement the face age
estimation using the FG-NET and the MORPH datasets to
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TABLE IV
M EAN A BSOLUTE E RROR OF A GE E STIMATION C OMPARISON S TUDY
IN THE MORPH D ATASET. C LEARLY, D2LDL A CHIEVES THE B EST
P REDICTION P ERFORMANCE ( THE L OWEST MAE)

Fig. 7. Two face samples’ label distributions constructed by the typical
approach (IIS-LLD) and our approach respectively. We have the following
three observations: (1) In the typical approach, all the samples have the
same distribution form (e.g., Gaussian). (2) Since the majority of sample A’s
context-neighboring samples have an older age than sample A, the distribution
form of sample A deviates from the typical “Gaussian” form. (3) Since the
context information of samples A and B is different, their data-dependent label
distributions are also different. (a) Sample and its neighboring ones under the
prior assumption, (b) Typical label distriution (IIS-LLD), (c) Sample and its
neighboring ones in reality, and (d) Data-dependent label distribution

TABLE III
M EAN A BSOLUTE E RROR OF A GE E STIMATION C OMPARISON S TUDY
IN THE FG-NET D ATASET. C LEARLY, D2LDL A CHIEVES THE B EST
P REDICTION P ERFORMANCE ( THE L OWEST MAE)

obtain the overall experimental evaluations. In this experiment, we evaluate D2LDL and four competing approaches in
six different training set ratios (the training set ratio is set from
10% to 60%). Table IV and Table III report the comparison
study in the FG-NET and the MORPH datasets respectively.
In detail, Table III shows that D2LDL outperforms all the
competing approaches in the FG-NET dataset, where the MAE
of D2LDL is about 6.51%, 7.63%, 11.90%, and 13.68%
lower than those of IIS-ALDL, IIS-LLD, LARR, and AAS,

respectively. Table IV shows that D2LDL obtains the lowest
MAE in the MORPH dataset, where the MAE of D2LDL
is about 5.10%, 7.35%, 12.49%, and 15.03% lower than
those of IIS-ALDL, IIS-LLD, LARR, and AAS, respectively. Furthermore, we observe that the MAEs of D2LDL,
IIS-ALDL, and IIS-LLD are both lower than those of LARR
and AAS. This indicates that the label distribution is a better
age prediction objective that the single label. In addition,
the difference of the MAE among D2LDL, IIS-ALDL, and
IIS-LLD indicates that our label distribution have a better
ability to learn the age ambiguity than the other two. Besides,
we report that the MAE difference between the lowest training
set ratio and the highest training set ratio in D2LDL is
smaller than that of the other competing approaches. This
indicates that our approach is capable of implementing the
age estimation when the number of training samples is small
(about 2000 face images). The above observations demonstrate
that our label distribution is a feasible age representation for
predicting the face age. However, when the training sample
set is very inadequate, the age prediction performance of our
approach will also be deteriorated. For example, at training set
ratio 5%, the MAE of D2LDL is 5.30 in the FG-NET dataset
and is 4.81 in the Morph dataset. The reason for this result is:
we apply the non-parametric strategy to capture the context
structure of the face sample and then build the face affinity
graph. This indicates that quantity and quality of the training
face samples will directly affect the age prediction accuracy
of our approach.
2) The Datasets Based on Both the Gender and Race
Attributes: To obtain the detailed model performance, we
divide the MORPH dataset into four small datasets based
on the gender and race attributes and then implement the
age estimation in these datasets respectively. Fig. 8 shows
the comparison study among the five approaches in the
MAE for these four small datasets (the datasets with the
Female&European, Female&African, Male&European, and
Male&African attributes). Clearly, D2LDL obtains the best
prediction performance (the lowest MAE) in all the training
set ratios. We discover that the decrease rate of the MAE in
the female samples is slower than that of the male samples in
D2LDL, IIS-ALDL, and IIS-LLD when the training set ratio
varies from 10% to 20%. This indicates that building the age
prediction model of the female samples needs more training
images than that of the male samples.
Fig. 9 shows the comparison study among the five
approaches in the CS for the above four small datasets. Clearly,
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Fig. 8. Mean Absolute Error of age estimation comparison study in the
four small datasets of MORPH. Compared with the competing approaches,
D2LDL has the best prediction performance (lowest MAE).

Fig. 9.
Cumulative Score of age estimation comparison study in the
four small datasets of MORPH. Clearly, D2LDL has a better CS than the
competing approaches at all error levels. This indicates that the majority of
predictions in D2LDL do not deviate from the original age labels too much.

D2LDL has a better CS than the competing approaches at
all error levels. Besides, the CS differences among these
approaches vary according to the error level. For example, the
CS difference is the lowest in 1 and 12 year error level as well
as it is the largest in 5 year error level. The CS curve of our
approach shows that the majority of our predictions are close
to the original age labels. Considering that we use the visual
image features as the predicted features, the results in Fig. 8
and Fig. 9 indicate that our label distributions built by learning
the samples’ visual context correlations can be considered as
the flexible prediction objectives.
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Fig. 10. Mean Absolute Error of age estimation comparison study in the
four small datasets of MORPH at each age. Clearly, D2LDL has a better
prediction performance (lower MAE) than the competing approaches for the
old male face samples.

Fig. 10 shows the MAEs of these five approaches at each
age in the above four small datasets. Clearly, the MAE of
the competing approaches are slightly lower than those of
D2LDL at the age of 30-38 but D2LDL obtains the best
prediction performance (lowest MAE) at the other age labels.
As we know, in the above-mentioned “the other age” (e.g.,
young or old age), the individual visual difference between
the face samples at the same age level is often large. Unlike
the competing approaches giving them the same prediction
objective, our approach builds their label distributions based
on not only their age labels but also the age labels of their
context-neighboring samples. It indicates that our approach is
capable of distinguishing they based on the difference of their
context information.
3) Experiments on the Variation of Factors: Fig. 11(a)
shows the MAE of D2LDL with the variation of factor .
Clearly, the MAE decreases with the increase of  from
1 to 4. This indicates that adding the flexible cross-age
constraint is able to capture the cross-age similarity among
the adjacent regression vectors. Besides, the MAE increases
with the decrease of  from 4 to 8. It is obvious that our
constraint investigates the local cross-age similarity of the
regression vectors. Fig. 11(b) shows the MAE of D2LDL
with the variation of factor μ. In principle, the MAE curve
with factor μ from 0.9 to 0.5 describes the variation of the
prediction performance from the “one-hot” model to D2LDL.
Clearly, the MAE decreases with the decrease of μ from
0.9 to 0.5. Besides, the variation of MAE is slow with the
decrease of μ from 0.5 to 0, which shows that our label
distribution is stable at this range of μ. The reasons of D2LDL
obtaining the lowest MAE at μ = 0 are: 1) our model
considering the cross-age correlation is capable of obtaining
the lower MAE than the “one-hot” model; 2) the majority
of the neighboring samples having the close age labels. When
the number of the training sample is sufficient, the description
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Fig. 11.
Mean Absolute Error of D2LDL with the variation of
factors  and μ in the MORPH dataset. (a) It indicates that adding the flexible
cross-age constraint is able to capture the cross-age similarity among the
adjacent regression vectors. (b) It indicates that applying the data-dependent
label distribution is helpful in improving the prediction performance.

degree of the label distribution at the original one-hot age label
will also have the reasonable value although our approach dose
not use the original one-hot age label at μ = 0. The above
observations in Fig. 11 (a) and (b) both indicate that applying
the data-dependent label distribution is helpful in improving
the prediction performance.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach D2LDL to
address the age prediction. The proposed approach explicitly
analyzes the cross-age correlation by learning the context
relationship among the face samples, where we construct
the face context graph through the subspace structure learning. Our age estimation model is implemented by jointly
optimizing the tasks of age-label distribution learning and age
prediction learning. As a result, the learned data-dependent
label distributions are capable of well improving the age representation while effectively accommodating the age ambiguity.
Experimental results show that our label distribution has a
variety of forms and then we give a detailed analysis about
the influence of the “racial composition” on the distribution
form. In addition, the comparison study has demonstrated the
effectiveness of our approach on FG-NET and MORPH.
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